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2020 was  
the year  

we spiked  
every drink

It’s no surprise COVID drove us to drink, 
but our capacity for invention might surprise you.  
During the pandemic, we found a way to sneak alcohol into just about every one of our favorite drinks.

2018 2019 2020

While Alcohol as a category grew 20.9%, “hard” drinks contributed 21.8% to category growth. Hard seltzers 
dominated spiked drink sales during COVID, followed by old favorites like hard lemonade and hard cider, but 
hard kombucha made its way out of niche West Coast shops to infiltrate shelves across the country, and hard 
coffee and hard still water jumped into the ring to try to quench our never-ending thirst for spiked novelties. 

The brands leading subcategory growth

FIFCO USA was 
among the first to 
put out a hard still 
water back in 2018 
when the 
subcategory didn’t 
even exist yet.

Fermented 
Sciences put out 
Flying Embers at 
the end of 2019 - 
just in time to 
make it into 
COVID carts.

Twelve5 
Beverage Co. just 
expanded on its 
popular cold 
brew with new 
flavors - and yes, 
that includes 
Pumpkin Spice.

As CBD & THC laws and regulations evolve, so does what we’re 
spiking our drinks with. “Special” sparkling water Recess, for example, 
grew sales over 20% since 2019, bringing a drink “infused with hemp 
extract and adaptogens” - a.ka. CBD - to shelves everywhere.

What will they think up next?

All data in this document is sourced from Nielsen total FMCG retail data 26 wks ending 10/31/2020 vs YA 2019 vs YA 2018
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Learn more about COVID consumption 
trends in the full report.

https://byzzer.com/reports/free-report-the-untold-stories-of-covid-consumption?utm_campaign=Report%20%7C%20COVID%20Consumption%20%7C%2012.20&utm_source=We%20Spiked%20Everything

